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Aberrant activity and connectivity in default mode (DMN), frontoparietal (FPN), and salience (SN) network
regions is well-documented in depression. Recent neuroimaging research suggests that altered variability in the
blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal may disrupt normal network integration and be an important novel
predictor of psychopathology. However, no studies have yet determined the relationship between resting-state
BOLD signal variability and depressive disorders nor applied BOLD signal variability features to the classifica
tion of depression history using machine learning (ML). We collected resting-state fMRI data for 79 women with
different depression histories: no history, past history, and current depressive disorder. We tested voxelwise
differences in BOLD signal variability related to depression group and severity. We also investigated whether
BOLD signal variability of DMN, FPN, and SN regions could predict depression history group using a supervised
random forest ML model. Results indicated that individuals with any history of depression had significantly
decreased BOLD signal variability in the left and right cerebellum and right parietal cortex (pFWE <0.05).
Furthermore, greater depression severity was also associated with reduced BOLD signal variability in the cere
bellum. A random forest model classified participant depression history with 74% accuracy, with the ventral
anterior cingulate cortex of the DMN as the most important variable in the model. These findings provide novel
support for resting-state BOLD signal variability as a marker of neural dysfunction in depression and implicate
decreased neural signal variability in the pathophysiology of depression.

1. Introduction
Depression is a debilitating psychiatric condition characterized by
consistent depressed mood and fatigue, feelings of worthlessness, and an
inability to feel pleasure [1]. Depressive disorders are the leading cause
of disability, affecting more than 320 million of the global population [2,
3]. There is also a relatively high rate of recurrence in depression, with
subsequent depressive episodes further exacerbating the negative per
sonal and societal consequences associated with the disorder [4 for re
view]. Due to its prevalence and risk for recurrence, it is critical to
explore the neurobiological aspects of depressive disorders as neural
mechanisms may inform personalized medicine and provide biomarkers
for early intervention and treatment.
Several neurobiological models suggest that dysfunction of largescale cortical and subcortical networks may underlie the affective and
cognitive symptoms of depression, including the default mode network

(DMN), the frontoparietal network (FPN), and the salience network (SN)
[5–9]. Neuroimaging studies have frequently reported heightened ac
tivity and connectivity of the DMN, consisting of the medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), retrosplenial cortex,
and the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) in depression [10–12]. For
example, using task-based and resting-state functional neuroimaging,
elevated activity and connectivity within the DMN has been associated
with greater depressive symptoms and negative self-reference in
depression [11,13–17]. In particular, abnormal activity and connectiv
ity with the mPFC and subgenual anterior cingulate cortex may
contribute to sad mood, rumination, and vegetative symptoms of major
depressive disorder [5–7,9,10]. Further, disrupted connectivity between
the DMN and other networks has also been reported in depression. It has
been argued that since DMN activity is primarily associated with in
ternal and self-referential thoughts, this may come at a cost to other
networks concerned with externally directed attention and cognition,
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such as FPN and SN [9,11]. For example, the FPN, which comprises the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and intraparietal sulcus (IPS), has
shown lower inverse correlations with the DMN in individuals with
depression in comparison to healthy individuals [9,18]. Altered con
nectivity in depression was also found between the DMN and the
amygdala and anterior insula of the SN [18–20]. Moreover, reduced
connectivity among FPN and SN regions has been associated with
depression [20–23]. Altogether, prior work indicates that there is a
distinct association between depression and large-scale functional
network disruption. However, most resting-state neuroimaging studies
to date have examined the DMN, FPN, and SN mean connectivity of the
BOLD signal, so it remains unclear how higher-order measures of neural
activity (i.e., variability) in these networks relate to depression.
As an alternative to fMRI measures of activity and connectivity as
described above that utilize the mean BOLD signal, recent studies have
explored BOLD signal variability as a novel tool for examining individ
ual differences in resting-state activity. Researchers have proposed that
a sufficient degree of neural variability may be required for an “optimal”
level for functioning and also promote network integration [24,25]. In
support of this hypothesis, an optimal amount of variability was asso
ciated with better communication between network regions and overall
better functioning systems [24]. Further research on stochastic reso
nance supports this notion, demonstrating that the addition of noise (i.
e., variability) is necessary to detect some weak resting-state signals, and
too much or too little variability may hinder neural synchronization [26,
27]. Similarly, Easson and McIntosh [28] suggested a moderate amount
of variability is required for neural systems to switch from state to state,
and too little variability may impede adaptation to external information
in new environments. Theoretically, the ability of network regions to
optimally respond to new stimuli also reflects Bayesian probabilities
where optimization occurs through conditional probabilities before and
after information integration. That is, if the signal remained constant,
there would be no new information to analyze and, therefore, no range
of responses from which to select. For this reason, neural variability can
be considered the neurobiological mechanism of adaptability [29,30].
Measuring variability in fMRI data has been operationalized as the
standard deviation (SD) or fractional SD (fSD) of BOLD signal, the mean
squared successive differences of BOLD signal, amplitude of low fre
quency fluctuations (ALFF), and fractional ALFF (fALFF). These mea
sures of neural variability have been well characterized in relation to
age, with largely decreased variability across development [26,27,
31–33]. Subsequent studies have investigated these measures in a va
riety of psychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders, such as mood and
anxiety disorders [34–37], attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder [38],
autism [28], Alzheimer’s disease [39,40], and in clinical subtypes and
temperament relevant to depression [37,41–43]. For example, in a
task-based study where participants passively viewed emotionally
salient film clips, individuals with the melancholic subtype of depression
exhibited decreased BOLD signal variability within the ventral mPFC of
the DMN in comparison to healthy controls [41]. In Bipolar Disorder
(BD), a resting-state study revealed higher BOLD signal variability in
DMN regions paired with lower variability in sensorimotor network
(SMN) regions in a depressed subgroup of BD [37]. Analogous patterns
of altered between-network variability during resting-state scans were
found in a similar sample of depressed individuals with BD, with
increased variability in the ACC, ventral mPFC, orbitofrontal cortex,
pallidum, and brainstem combined with decreased variability in the
occipital cortex, cerebellum, cingulate gyrus, and medial limbic regions
[42]. Depressive temperament has also been explored in relation to
BOLD signal variability, where individuals with depressive tempera
ment exhibited significantly decreased signal variability in SMN regions
[43]. It is clear from previous research there is altered variability in
relation to depressive symptoms. However, there is little literature
explicitly examining BOLD signal variability as a function of unipolar
depression history and severity.
In pursuit of advancing current knowledge on the association

between BOLD signal variability and depression, it is also important to
consider the promising opportunities offered by machine learning (ML).
ML methods are increasingly being used for their ability to create
computer-aided statistical models from low- and high-dimensional data,
such as structural and functional MRI data [44,45]. In fact, the potential
of these algorithms to classify patients into separate psychiatric condi
tions and treatment responses has been explored using behavioral, ge
netic, and neurobiological data [46,47]. In relation to depression,
several studies have used ML to classify individuals based on clinical
symptom measures or structural or functional imaging methods. For
example, Haslam and Beck [48] initially demonstrated the potential of
ML algorithms for diagnostic classification using Beck Depression In
ventory (BDI) item scores to classify syndromal subtypes of depression.
Contemporary applications have used ML algorithms with quantitative
brain imaging measurements to predict diagnostic groups and treatment
responses and outcomes [46]. For instance, average structural and
functional measures from fMRI, electroencephalograms (EEG), and
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) have been utilized in both supervised and
unsupervised models as features to classify individuals by psychiatric
symptoms and diagnosis in relation to depression [49–55]. In a study
comparing ML methods in late-life depression classification, a super
vised alternating decision trees method outperformed other ML methods
(AUC = 87.27%) when using resting-state fMRI ROIs selected from the
DMN [51]. Wade et al. [44] utilized an RF classification method and
identified two morphological descriptors in MRI anatomical images that
differentiated individuals with depression from healthy controls. Simi
larly, an RF model achieved 75% accuracy when applied in the classi
fication of suicidal behavior through 47 rsFC features [49]. Through
unsupervised maximum margin clustering, Zeng and colleagues [55]
established the resting-state functional connections between the sub
genual and pregenual ACC provided 92.5% and 84.9% accuracy,
respectively, in categorizing depressed patients from healthy controls.
Few studies have examined BOLD signal variability as a feature in the
ML classification of depression, let alone as a feature in any ML algo
rithm. That being said, Gaut et al. [56] achieved 84% accuracy using
BOLD signal variability to predict the identity of a healthy subject per
forming a task and the type of task performed within scan sessions.
Moreover, they obtained 63% accuracy when assessing the predictive
ability of BOLD signal variability for subject identity at rest and found
that BOLD signal variability, in general, was reduced during rest in
comparison to during tasks. From these findings, it is evident ML algo
rithms present a unique opportunity to combine behavioral and func
tional neuroimaging data in predictive modeling. Furthermore, RF
classification appears promising in the classification of depression
diagnosis and history. However, it remains unclear how modeling
higher-order measures of neural activity (e.g., BOLD signal variability)
would perform and affect the predictive ability of diagnostic classifica
tion models in depression.
To our knowledge, no studies have yet investigated resting-state
BOLD signal variability in relation to varying unipolar depression his
tories and severities. The current study aimed to investigate resting-state
BOLD signal variability in both global brain activity and topographical
patterns in relation to depression history and severity. First, we hy
pothesized that currently depressed individuals would show lower
BOLD signal variability, in particular in regions of the DMN, than in
dividuals with a past depression history and individuals with no history
of depression. Second, we hypothesized that there would be a negative
relationship between depression symptom severity and voxel-wise
resting-state BOLD signal variability, particularly within regions of the
DMN. We also used a supervised random forest ML model to determine
whether BOLD signal variability in regions of the DMN, FPN, and SN
could be used to predict depression history group membership.
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2. Material and methods

antidepressant medications and reported a variety of reasons (e.g., side
effects) for not currently taking medication. Note, participants did not
receive psychotherapeutic treatment as part of this study nor was psy
chotherapy an exclusionary criterion. To confirm no illicit drug use, we
performed urine drug tests during three of the seven study visits (diag
nostic interview and two fMRI scans). We tested for marijuana, cocaine,
opiate, methamphetamine, and amphetamine. We also asked partici
pants about illicit drug use during every study session.
All participants were recruited from the Madison, WI area via ad
vertisements sent to counseling centers and clinics as well as paper and
digital flyers posted in the community and online. Participants provided
written informed consent in accordance with the University of Wis
consin Health Sciences Institutional Review Board IRB and were paid for
their participation.

2.1. Participants and procedures
Eighty-five women were recruited as part of a larger NIH funded
study investigating the effects of cortisol on cognitive and neural func
tion in depression [57–59]. In the larger study, structured interviews
were conducted to clinically characterize participants, then participants
completed two fMRI scans typically one week apart: one placebo scan
and one hydrocortisone scan. An hour prior to each scan, participants
received a pill containing either a placebo or 20 mg hydrocortisone.
Drug administration was double-blind and randomized across the two
fMRI sessions. Data reported in the current study were taken from the
placebo day fMRI scan.
For the present study, full neuroimaging data available were avail
able for 79 participants, with ages ranging from 18 to 45 (Mage = 27.6,
SDage = 7.0). Participants were categorized into three separate groups
based on their depression history and severity: (i) no history of depres
sion (n = 30; NoDep); (ii) history of depression, but not currently
depressed (n = 15; PastDep); and (iii) currently depressed, meeting the
diagnostic criteria for a DSM-5 Depressive Disorder (n = 34; Current
Dep). To further examine the influence of depression history, partici
pants were also categorized with a two-level depression history
classification: (i) no history of depression (n = 30; NoDep); (ii) any
history of depression (n = 49; DepHist). With the exception of one
subject who received a diagnosis of Social Phobia in partial remission
during the SCID interview, participants in the NoDep group did not
present with any other psychiatric conditions. See Table 1 for additional
participant information.
All participants were screened for psychopathology using the
Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-IV, modified to assess DSM-5
criteria [SCID-I/P for DSM-IV-TR, 60]. Exclusion criteria were as fol
lows: lifetime history of psychosis or mania; current substance use dis
order (i.e., within the last 6 months); significant risk for suicide;
claustrophobia; daily nicotine use; self-reported use of anti
depressants/other psychotropic medications; hormonal contraceptive
use; peri- or postmenopausal signs; highly irregular periods; recent
pregnancy or breastfeeding (i.e., within the last 6 months); illicit drug
use within 4 weeks of participation. All eligible participants
self-reported that they had not used antidepressants or other psycho
tropic medications within a time frame based on the half-life of that
particular drug (e.g., had not used fluoxetine for at least 30 days prior to
participation). Many of the participants had previously taken

2.2. Depression measure
To assess depression severity, participants completed the Beck
Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) at each visit [61]. The BDI-II is 21-item
self-report inventory used to measure depression-related symptom
severity during the past two weeks. The BDI-II score collected during the
placebo day fMRI scan visit was used for all analyses.
2.3. fMRI data acquisition
All participants were scanned using a 3 T GE MRI scanner (Discovery
MRI 750; GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI) equipped with an 8-chan
nel radiofrequency coil array (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). The
resting-state fMRI data were collected using T2 * -weighted Echo Planar
Imaging (EPI) sequence (TR/TE/FA: 2150 ms/22 ms/79◦ , matrix:
64 ×64, FOV: 22.4 cm, slice thickness: 3.5 mm, voxel size:
3.5 mm × 3.5 mm×3.5 mm, slices: 40 sagittal) using thin slices and
short echo time in order to minimize signal dropout in the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex. Each participant was instructed during the restingstate scan (~10 min) to remain “calm, still, and awake” with their
eyes open fixating on a cross back-projected onto a screen via an LCD
projector (Avotec, Stuart, FL). High-resolution T1-weighted structural
imaging data were acquired using a weighted BRAVO pulse sequence
(TI: 450 ms, TR/TE/flip angle (FA): 8.16 ms/3.2 ms/12◦ , matrix:
256 × 256 x 160, field of view (FOV): 215.6 mm, slice thickness: 1 mm,
voxel size: 1 mm × 1 mm x 1 mm, slices: 156).
2.4. Preprocessing, motion analysis, and respiration for rs-fMRI data
The resting-state fMRI data were preprocessed using FSL tools
(FMRIB software library; http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/), AFNI
[62] and ANTs (http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/). Initial preprocessing
steps were performed using FSL MELODIC including removal of the first
five volumes, interleaved slice-time correction, MCFLIRT motion
correction, and spatial smoothing with a 6 mm full-width half-maximum
(FWHM) Gaussian kernel.
ICA-FIX denoising was then applied to these data to extract and
remove noise features from the data [e.g., motion, 63] as is common in
BOLD signal variability preprocessing [e.g., 38]. Components were first
hand-classified as either noise or signal from 8 randomly selected in
dividuals from each depression group (n = 24) to create a training file of
independent component noise features. We used previously published
guidelines on hand-classification of components and examples of noise
and signal components in ICA for fMRI data [63,64]. In addition, we
provide some examples of hand-classified noise components from the
present study in the Supplementary Materials (Figs. S4-S5). The training
file of independent noise features was then used to regress out common
noise components across all participants. Regression of the Friston 24
motion parameters and linear detrending were additionally applied
during ICA-FIX denoising. Prior research has demonstrated that
denoising using ICA-FIX can reduce non-neuronal BOLD signal

Table 1
Demographics by depression group.

Age
Education Levela
High school diploma/
equivalent
Some college, no degree
Associate’s degree
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Doctoral degree
Racea
White
Asian
Black
Unknown
BDI-II – Placebo Day

NoDep (n =
30)

PastDep (n =
15)

CurrentDep (n =
34)

27.1 (7.6)

28.0 (5.8)

27.9 (7.1)

0

1

0

12
1
7
8
2

4
1
6
3
0

10
1
11
10
2

22
5
3
0
0.9 (1.5)

13
2
0
0
1.3 (2.2)

25
6
1
2
20.3 (10.8)b

Notes. BDI-II = Beck Depression Inventory-II
a
There were no significant differences between depression groups in educa
tion level (χ 2(10) = 7.48, p > .6) or race (χ 2(4) = 3.32, p > .5).
b
BDI-II scores ranged from 0 to 47; as expected, we found significant differ
ences between groups in depression severity (F2,76 = 68.69, p < .001).
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variability and enhance effect sizes for investigating between group
differences in BOLD signal variability [27,65].
We also calculated average root mean squared (RMS) displacement
as a summary measure of subject motion to include in all BOLD signal
variability analyses as a covariate [as in 38]. Note, there were no sig
nificant differences in RMS motion between either the three-level (F2,76
= 0.49, p = .61) or two-level (t(76) = 0.71, p = .48) depression history
groups. In addition, there was no correlation between RMS and
depression symptom severity (r = − 0.14, p = .21).
Subsequent preprocessing with the noise-cleaned data in ANTS and
AFNI included realignment, co-registration to T1-weighted anatomical,
normalization to MNI space using a symmetric normalization algorithm
in ANTs [66], and despiking (3dDespike in AFNI). Cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF), white matter (WM), and gray matter (GM) masks were segmented
from normalized T1 anatomical images using FAST in FSL [67]. Lastly,
CSF and WM masks were used in nuisance signal regression and data
were bandpass filtered to reflect the low frequency neuronal fluctuations
that distinguish resting-state BOLD activity (0.01 – 0.10 Hz).
Respiratory data were acquired using a pneumatic belt placed
around the participant’s chest just above the level of the diaphragm.
This respiration belt is supplied by the scanner manufacturer (General
Electric, Waukesha, WI), and the respiration measure is linearly related
to the expansion of the belt. Respiration volume per time (RVT) were
computed by first finding the peaks (maxima) and troughs (minima) of
each breath. The distance between peaks was used as a measure of the
respiration period. The series of maxima, minima, and periods were then
interpolated to the imaging TR. RVT was computed as the (maxima –
minima)/period at each TR [68]. Respiration data were missing for 1
participant. Importantly, there were no significant group differences in
RVT, either for the three-level (F2,75 = 2.77, p = .07) or two-level
depression history groups (t(76) = − 0.45, p = .66). There was also no
correlation between RVT and depression symptom severity (r = − 0.11,
p = .33).

between about 38–54 would be needed to achieve a power of.95 with an
effect size of between 1.27 and 1.05, as reported below in the results. In
addition, we evaluated the data for extreme outliers (>3 interquartile
range) in RStudio 1.2.5033.
2.6.2. Relationship between BOLD signal variability and depression severity
To investigate the relationship between depressive symptom severity
measured continuously and resting-state BOLD signal variability across
the sample, we conducted a multivariate multiple linear regression
analysis (3dttest++ in AFNI). The model assessed the relationship be
tween resting-state voxelwise SD of the BOLD signal and depression
severity as indicated by BDI-II scores. RMS motion was also included as a
covariate in the regression model. As in the ANCOVA described above,
all analyses were FWE cluster-corrected at the whole-brain level (pFWE
<0.05). Results were overlaid on the normalized mean anatomical
image.
2.6.3. Machine learning classification modeling using random forest
We utilized a random forest (RF) classification algorithm to deter
mine whether BOLD signal variability features could be used to predict
depression group membership in two separate algorithms (1: NoDep,
PastDep, CurrentDep; 2: NoDep, DepHist). RF modeling was selected for
its accuracy, unbiased estimates, ability to balance error in unbalanced
datasets, and ability to estimate variable importance [72,73]. All
modeling was performed in RStudio 1.2.5033.
We selected 24 ROIs from the DMN, SN, and FPN based on previous
research [see Table 2; 74,75], as these networks have been consistently
shown to be altered in depression [8,9,11,14]. The coordinates for these
ROIs were used to create 6-mm radius seed masks in MNI space. The
transformation matrix from the registration procedure was used to align
each seed ROI mask to each participant’s fully preprocessed fMRI data in
MNI space. Next, we calculated the average SD of BOLD signal across all
voxels within the ROI mask (3dROIstats). Thus, 24 features were
collected for the algorithm, i.e., BOLD resting-state BOLD signal vari
ability for the 24 seeds from the DMN, SN, and FPN. Seventy percent of
these data were then randomly selected and bootstrapped for a training
dataset to create and tune the model, and the remaining 30% of the data
were placed in a testing dataset for later model evaluation (Supple
mentary Fig. S1).
To evaluate each model’s performance, we applied the RF classifier
to the testing dataset and created a confusion matrix to calculate
sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for each level of depression history.
From this matrix, we also calculated the overall accuracy for the model’s
predictions and created receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves.
We used two measures to evaluate variable importance for the BOLD
signal variability of different network seeds: mean decrease in accuracy
(MDA) and mean decrease in impurity, also known as Gini importance
(Gini). Both of these measures look at the unique influence of randomly
permuting the values of a single feature on the overall accuracy of
predictions. Features with larger positive values for both measures then
indicate a variable with greater discriminative power and predictive
value.
As is common in machine learning, model optimization was also
included to achieve higher rates of classification accuracy. A default
model was first established with all standard parameters, including the
number of features tried for each decision point of the forest (6) and for
the total number of trees in the forest (500). After evaluating the default
model’s performance, we applied common tuning methods to increase
the model’s accuracy: increase the total number of trees, increase the
number of features at each node, apply a random search to the number
of features at each node, apply cross-validation folding techniques to
training data [72,76,77].

2.5. Voxelwise BOLD signal variability
BOLD signal variability was calculated for all subjects as the voxel
wise standard deviation (SD) of the BOLD signal across the entire time
series (3dTstat in AFNI).
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
√∑ n − 1
2
√
√ i = 1 (xi − xi )
s=
n− 1
2.6. Statistical analyses
2.6.1. Group differences in BOLD signal variability
To examine differences in BOLD signal variability between in
dividuals with varying depression histories, we performed two separate
group analyses. First, we conducted a one-way between-subjects anal
ysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with three depression history groups
(NoDep, PastDep, CurrentDep) predicting the voxelwise resting-state
BOLD signal variability (3dMVM in AFNI). Second, we conducted a
multivariate independent samples t-test with two depression history
groups (NoDep, DepHist) predicting the voxelwise resting-state BOLD
signal variability (3dttest++). As recommended by previous BOLD
signal variability research, RMS motion was included as a covariate in
each group analysis [33,37,38]. All analyses were family-wise error
(FWE) cluster-corrected at the whole-brain level [69,70], with a pre
defined voxelwise threshold of p < .001 (uncorrected) with a
cluster-corrected voxel size of ≥ 38 voxels significant at pFWE < 0.05.
Results were overlaid on the normalized mean anatomical image. Effect
sizes and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were reported for all significant
results. We also conducted an a priori power analysis based on our in
dependent samples t-test results (NoDep vs. DepHist) using G*Power
version 3.1 [71]. Based on this a priori power analysis, a sample size of
4
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Table 2
Resting-state networks ROI coordinates.
DMN
ROI

x

y

z

SN
ROI

x

y

z

FPN
ROI

x

y

z

Pc
PCC
vACC
IPL R
IPL L
mPFC
MTG R
MTG L

-5
-5
3
53
-58
-2
45
-42

-62
-54
36
-29
-38
53
-68
-68

48
21
-9
23
28
21
14
16

In R
In L
dACC R
dACC L
FP L
vlPFC R
dlPFC R
dlPFC L

42
-40
6
-6
-24
42
30
-38

10
18
22
18
56
46
48
52

-12
-12
30
30
10
0
22
10

dlPFC R
dlPFC L
IPS R
IPS L
ITG R
vlPFC R
vlPFC L
dmPFC

46
-34
38
-48
58
34
-32
0

46
46
-56
-48
-54
56
54
36

14
6
44
48
-16
-6
-4
46

Notes. MNI coordinates of resting-state network regions of interest. dACC, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; DMN, default mode
network; dmPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; FP, frontal pole; FPN, frontoparietal network; In, insula; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; ITG,
inferior temporal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; Pc, precuneus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; ROI,
region of interest; SN, salience network; vACC, ventral anterior cingulate cortex; vlPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.

3. Results

(all ps < 0.001).

3.1. Differences in BOLD signal variability based on depression history

3.2. Relationship between BOLD signal variability and depression severity

Based on the analysis comparing three levels of depression history,
we found group differences in BOLD signal variability in the right and
left cerebellum (p < .001, uncorrected; Table 3). Post hoc comparisons
indicated that these findings were driven by the current depression
group. Individuals with no history of depression had greater BOLD
signal variability than those with current depression in the right and left
cerebellum (Table 3). However, these results did not survive FWE
cluster-correction.
In the second group analysis, we compared individuals with no his
tory of depression to those with any history of depression. We identified
significant differences in BOLD signal variability in the left cerebellum (t
(43.41) = 4.59, p < .001, d = 1.18, CI = 1.24–3.17), right cerebellum (t
(39.77) = 4.78, p < .001, d = 1.27, CI = 1.42–3.51), and right inferior
parietal lobule (IPL) extending to superior parietal lobule (t(38.90) =
3.95, p < .001, d = 1.05, CI = 2.15–6.68). Specifically, there was
decreased neural signal variability across all clusters for those with a
history of depression (either past or current; Fig. 1b). These results
survived FWE correction (pFWE <0.05; Table 3; Fig. 1a), were corrected
for unequal variances between groups based on Levene’s test
(ps = 0.01–0.001), and remained significant after removing two outliers

Depression severity was negatively related to BOLD signal variability
in the right and left cerebellum (p < .001, uncorrected; Fig. 2). In other
words, greater depression severity was associated with lower BOLD
signal variability within the two cerebellar clusters. However, these
results did not survive FWE cluster correction.
3.3. Machine learning classification of depression with BOLD signal
variability
The distribution of BOLD signal variability features within the three
levels of depression history for the DMN, SN, and FPN seeds are shown in
Fig. 3a. Using the three depression history levels, the random forest
algorithm achieved an overall accuracy of 63.63% and within class
sensitivity and specificity ranging from 60.61% to 85.41% (Table 4;
Supplementary Fig. S2). The top 15 most important BOLD signal vari
ability features to model classification revealed regions within the DMN,
SN, and FPN (Fig. 3b-c). The two most important features were the vACC
and left middle temporal gyrus (MTG) of the DMN (Fig. 3c).
For the second algorithm, we used the classifications of no history of
depression and any history of depression. The distribution of BOLD
signal variability features within these two depression history groups are
shown in Fig. 4a. This model achieved 73.96% accuracy distinguishing
between the two classes, with 77.58% sensitivity and 72.96% specificity
(Table 5; Supplementary Fig. S3). The top 15 most important BOLD
signal variability features included regions within the DMN, SN, and
FPN (Fig. 4b-c). Similar to the algorithm with three depression history
groups, the vACC and left MTG of the DMN were the two regions with
the most predictive power in the model (Fig. 3c).

Table 3
Group differences in BOLD signal variability based on depression history.
Cluster location

MNI coordinates
(x, y, z)

Cluster
size

Full ANCOVA model with 3 depression groupsa
R. cerebellum vermal lobule VIII
17, − 63, − 51
9
L. cerebellum vermal lobule VIII
-19, − 69, − 51
7
Posthoc comparison: no history of depression vs. current depressiona
R. cerebellum vermal lobule VIII
17, − 63, − 40
15
L. cerebellum vermal lobule VIII
-19, − 69, − 54
10
Independent samples t-test with 2 depression groupsb
L. cerebellum vermal lobule VI
-7, − 69, − 24
89
extending to lobule VII
R. cerebellum vermal lobule VIII
12, − 60, − 51
48
R. inferior parietal lobule
32, − 45, 54
40
extending to superior parietal
lobule

Test
value
F value
14.94 *
11.79 *
t value
5.29 *
4.69 *
t value
5.07 * *

4. Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the predictive
value of resting-state BOLD signal variability in unipolar depressive
disorders. The present study examined depression history and severity in
relation to BOLD signal variability as reflected by the standard deviation
of resting-state voxelwise BOLD signal. Additionally, we evaluated the
importance of resting-state BOLD signal variability measures in pre
dicting depression history using random forest ML classification
algorithms.
Partially in line with the first hypothesis, we determined that in
dividuals with a history of depression had significantly lower restingstate BOLD signal variability compared to individuals with no history
of depression. This difference was localized to three regions: the right
and left cerebellar vermis and a region extending from the right IPL to
the right superior parietal lobule. Furthermore, greater depression

5.44 * *
4.53 * *

Notes.
*Results at uncorrected threshold, p < .001.
* *Results significant after family-wise error cluster correction, pFWE < 0.05.
a
Full ANCOVA model with 3 depression groups included no history of
depression, past history of depression, and current depression groups. Posthoc
comparison of no history of depression versus current depression groups showed
similar results to the full model.
b
Multivariate independent samples t-test with 2 depression groups compared
no history of depression and past history of depression groups.
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Fig. 1. Depression history was associated with BOLD signal variability in bilateral cerebellum and right IPL. a) Results from multivariate two sample t-test shows
greater resting-state voxelwise BOLD signal variability in individuals with no history of depression compared with individuals with any history of depression (pFWE
<0.05). Color bar depicts t-values. b) Bar graphs with individual data points plot average BOLD signal variability in left cerebellum, right cerebellum, and right IPL
for individuals with no history of depression (dark gray) and a past history of depression (light gray). Abbreviations: IPL = inferior parietal lobule.

Fig. 2. Depression severity and reduced BOLD signal variability. Results from multivariate multiple linear regression reveals negative correlation between restingstate voxel-wise BOLD signal variability and depressive symptom severity (p < .001, uncorrected). These results did not survive multiple comparisons correction
(pFWE <0.05). Color bar depicts t-values.

severity was associated with lower BOLD signal variability within the
two cerebellar regions. Although this latter finding did not survive
cluster correction, the locations of the two cerebellar regions were
consistent with the initial analyses and reflected the expected direction
of the second hypothesis. Thus, the main finding for these two analyses
was that individuals with depression exhibited lower resting-state BOLD
signal variability in the cerebellum and right lateral parietal cortex.

These areas of lower BOLD signal variability for those with depres
sion are consistent with previous literature investigating alterations in
activity and connectivity in depression. For instance, the two clusters
found in the left and right vermis of the cerebellum mirror early findings
on “cerebellar cognitive affective syndrome” [78]. This syndrome,
typically found in individuals with cerebellar damage, is associated with
cognitive and affective symptoms overlapping with depression, such as
6
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Fig. 3. Random forest classification predicts three-level depression groups for BOLD signal variability in DMN, SN, and FPN. a) Violin plots illustrating the dis
tribution of BOLD signal variability features for DMN, SN, and FPN seeds for the three levels of depression history visually show differences in variability in no history
and past and current depression history groups. b) Variable importance plot of MDA for the three-level depression history classification random forest algorithm
showing equal representation of DMN, SN, and FPN seeds. c) Variable importance plot of Gini importance for the three-level depression history classification random
forest algorithm. The top 15 most important BOLD signal variability features for the three-level classification of depression included regions within the DMN, SN, and
FPN (b-c). Abbreviations: dACC, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; DMN, default mode network; dmPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal
cortex; FP, frontal pole; FPN, frontoparietal network; In, insula; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; MFG, middle
frontal gyrus; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; Pc, precuneus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; ROI, region of interest; SN, salience
network; vACC, ventral anterior cingulate cortex; vlPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.

in healthy subjects through its connections with the PCC [93]. With
regard to individuals with depression, the IPL has consistently shown
increased activity as well as increased connectivity with other DMN
regions involved in self-related thought [10–13,17]. In contrast, the
superior parietal lobule is associated with attention to external stimuli,
with connections to both FPN and SMN regions, and is involved in vi
suospatial perception and reasoning, working memory, and attention
[10–13,94]. The superior parietal lobule has shown lower inverse cor
relations with DMN regions in individuals with depression in compari
son to controls [9,14,18]. Studies using neural signal variability
measures have also found functional differences in the right IPL and
superior parietal lobule in depression. For example, Wang et al. [95]
found that patients with major depressive disorder had significantly
lower fALFF values in the right IPL compared to controls. These results
were congruent with a later study that reported significantly lower ALFF
and fALFF values in bilateral superior parietal lobule and right IPL for
those with depression compared to healthy individuals [84,86,96]. This
previous work in conjunction with the current results indicates that
individuals with a history of depression have aberrant neural activity,
connectivity, and BOLD signal variability within the posterior cere
bellum and right lateral parietal cortex.
An important question for future research will be to determine how
BOLD signal variability relates to network connectivity in depression.
Research in healthy populations suggests that lower local temporal
variability is associated with reduced network integration [24]. Other
studies have shown that the relationship between BOLD signal vari
ability measures and functional connectivity strength can vary within
and between networks [97,98]. Thus, it is possible that lower BOLD
signal variability of DMN regions in the present study may contribute to
hyperconnectivity of DMN reported in individuals with depression [11,
13,17]. Consistent with this hypothesis, Fu and colleagues [98] found
that lower local BOLD signal variability was associated with greater
dynamic functional connectivity strength within the DMN. However,
additional research will be required to investigate the relationships
between within-network signal variability and resting-state functional
connectivity in depression.
Considering these neurobiological differences in depression history,
in the final analysis we evaluated the predictive value of BOLD signal
variability measures in classifying individuals by depression history. In
line with our third hypothesis, the BOLD signal variability features of the
DMN, SN, and FPN provided predictive value in both random forest ML
models. Across both depression group models, the two most important
regions for classification within the DMN were the vACC and left MTG.
As for the SN, the frontal pole and insula were consistently important.
Lastly, the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and ITG were most important
in the FPN.
Although the random forest model did not explicitly indicate
whether there was greater or reduced BOLD signal variability in these
network regions for individuals with a history of depression, the loca
tions of these brain regions parallel previous fMRI studies using ALFF
and fALFF measures. For instance, the vACC of the DMN has been
implicated in the pathophysiology of depression [5–7,10] and consis
tently associated with increased ALFF in patients with major depressive
disorder versus healthy comparison participants [87]. In addition,
depressed individuals frequently exhibit decreased fALFF and ALFF of
the MTG within the DMN [95,99]. With regard to the important regions

Table 4
Confusion matrix and evaluation metrics for the 3-level depression history
random forest model.
Confusion Matrix

Reference

Within Class Evaluation
Metrics

Prediction

NoDep

PastDep

CurrDep

Sensitivity

Specificity

NoDep
PastDep
CurrDep

1562
282
498

62
360
82

851
595
2225

66.69
71.43
60.61

78.13
85.41
79.62

Notes. Confusion matrix and within class evaluation metrics for random forest
model using 3 levels of depression history. NoDep = no history of depression;
PastDep = previous history of depression; CurrDep = current depression.

executive dysfunction and flat affect. In addition, studies of patients
diagnosed with affective disorders reveal significantly higher rates of
vermal atrophy in comparison to healthy controls [79]. In individuals
with depression, structural and functional abnormalities in the vermis
have been frequently reported [80]. Together these studies implicate the
posterior lobe of the cerebellum in the pathophysiology of depression.
In terms of specific cerebellar anatomy, the current findings of lower
BOLD signal variability were localized to lobules VI, VII, and VIII for
those with a history of depression. Lobule VII has often shown functional
connections with regions of the DMN, while lobules VI and VIII have
more often been associated with emotion processing regions [80]. Pre
vious work has demonstrated that individuals with depression have
significantly decreased rsFC between lobule VII and regions of the DMN,
FPN, and reward circuit in comparison to controls [80–82]. Likewise, a
study using seed-based rsFC with various cerebellar ROIs found signif
icantly reduced connectivity between lobules VI and VIII and the IPL,
prefrontal cortex, and inferior temporal gyrus [83]. The cerebellar
dysfunction found in these studies using average BOLD signal measures
was later replicated in analyses using neural signal variability measures
(e.g., amplitude low frequency fluctuations, ALFF; fractional ALFF,
fALFF). For example, Song and colleagues [84] found significantly lower
ALFF and fALFF values in the left cerebellum of a patient group with
major depressive disorder compared to a healthy control group. In
another study, lower ALFF in the right cerebellum was identified in in
dividuals with first-episode major depressive disorder [85]. Comparable
changes in fALFF values were also found in the right vermis for in
dividuals with treatment-resistant depression [86]. A recent
meta-analysis of resting-state fMRI ALFF studies further revealed
decreased ALFF in bilateral cerebellum in major depressive disorder
[87]. This evidence of disrupted cerebellar activity is consistent with our
findings, suggesting that the activity and function of the vermis may be
associated with depression.
BOLD signal variability differences were not limited to the cere
bellum, however. The direct comparison of those with no history of
depression to those with a history of depression revealed a third region
of BOLD signal variability differences in the right lateral parietal cortex.
Within this region extending from the right IPL to the superior parietal
lobule, participants with a history of depression exhibited significantly
less BOLD signal variability. In terms of the function of these regions,
previous research has consistently associated the IPL with DMN func
tion, with roles in emotion perception and sensory integration [88–92].
The IPL was also recently implicated in the inhibition of mind wandering
8
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Fig. 4. Random forest classification predicts two-level depression groups with BOLD signal variability in DMN, SN, and FPN. a) Violin plots illustrating the dis
tribution of BOLD signal variability features for DMN, SN, and FPN seeds for the two levels of depression history visually show differences in variability in no history
and any depression history groups. b) Variable importance plot of MDA for the two-level depression history classification random forest algorithm showing equal
representation of DMN, SN, and FPN seeds. c) Variable importance plot of Gini importance for the two-level depression history classification random forest algorithm.
Similar to the three-level depression history algorithm, the top 15 most important BOLD signal variability features for the two-level classification of depression
included regions within the DMN, SN, and FPN (b-c). Abbreviations: dACC, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; DMN, default mode
network; dmPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; FP, frontal pole; FPN, frontoparietal network; In, insula; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; ITG,
inferior temporal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; Pc, precuneus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex;
ROI, region of interest; SN, salience network; vACC, ventral anterior cingulate cortex; vlPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.

equal numbers of participants in each depression history group could be
used to corroborate these findings. Third, this sample included only
female participants. Thus, it is unclear if the differences in BOLD signal
variability observed in this study would replicate for males with
depression. Future studies could investigate whole-brain, gender-based
differences in BOLD signal variability as well as gender-based differ
ences specific to depressive disorders. Fourth, we focused on
resting-state BOLD signal variability in the current study. However,
research suggests that task-based BOLD signal variability may outper
form resting-state BOLD signal variability measures. For example, a
recent study comparing resting-state and task-based BOLD signal vari
ability showed that task-based signal variability was the strongest pre
dictor of treatment outcomes for individuals with social anxiety disorder
[115]. Therefore, additional research will be necessary to compare
task-based and resting-state BOLD signal variability in depression. Fifth,
the present study did not consider the interaction between age and
depression in relation to BOLD signal variability. Although there were
no significant differences between depression history groups in terms of
age (F(2, 76) = 0.14, p > .05), previous studies using BOLD signal
variability have found age-related functional differences across the
lifespan [27,31–33]. Therefore, it may be important to examine the
interaction between age and depression in relation to BOLD signal
variability in future research.
Considering the high prevalence of depressive disorders [2,3], the
current findings may have important clinical implications for in
terventions designed to restore optimal neural function in depression. In
particular, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) applied
to the right parietal cortex and cerebellum appears promising for alle
viating depressive symptoms. Compared to individuals given a sham
rTMS treatment, individuals given 10 sessions of 2 Hz rTMS to the right
parietal cortex presented higher rates of clinical response with 50% or
higher reductions in Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAMD)
scores [116]. Repetitive TMS applied to the medial cerebellum similarly
resulted in reduced depressive mood and increased attention in healthy
individuals [117–119]. Aside from treatment implications, our findings
also highlight a neurobiological correlate of depression that may un
derlie other psychiatric conditions that have high comorbidity with
depressive disorders, such as posttraumatic stress disorder [120]. From
this perspective, future research could adopt a transdiagnostic approach
and assess the role of neural signal variability in the severity of various
psychiatric symptoms.

Table 5
Confusion matrix for the 2-level depression history random forest model.
Confusion Matrix

Reference

Prediction
NoDep
DepHist

NoDep
1094
316

DepHist
1381
3726

Notes. Confusion matrix for random forest model using 2 levels of depression
history. NoDep = no history of depression; DepHist = any history of depression
(past or current).

of the SN, reduced ALFF values within the insula have been reported for
increased Hamilton Depression Rating Scale scores in adolescents and
young adults with major depressive disorder [100]. As for the FPN, in
dividuals with depressive symptoms have presented decreased ALFF in
the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex but increased fALFF in the ITG [95,
101]. Given these findings, it is possible that the regions that were most
important for classifying depression history in the random forest models
have increased BOLD variability for vACC but decreased BOLD signal
variability in other network regions for those with a history of depres
sion. With the exception of the vACC, the pattern of reduced neural
signal variability in depression mirrors both the violin plot visualiza
tions of the BOLD signal variability features (Figs. 3a and 4a) as well as
our earlier findings of lower BOLD signal variability in the cerebellum
and right parietal cortex for individuals with a history of depression.
To summarize, individuals with a history of depression demonstrated
lower BOLD signal variability in cerebellar and lateral parietal regions.
In addition, ML demonstrated that BOLD signal variability has moderate
predictive value in categorizing depressed versus healthy groups and
identified vACC and left MTG of the DMN as the most important regions
in differentiating depressed from healthy individuals. Importantly, these
results are consistent with several previous large-scale structural and
functional neuroimaging studies reporting depression-related changes
in DMN [102–106]. Further, these findings extend prior research
demonstrating that measures of BOLD signal variability are an impor
tant source of information with regard to disordered affect. Further
more, the regions identified with standard [parametric] statistics and
with ML suggest that neural signal variability in brain areas involved in
emotion processing, self-reference, and working memory, should be
investigated in future research on depression.
Some limitations are worth noting for this study. First, a few con
cerns arise from the size of the sample (N = 79). Several recent reviews
have discussed the importance of large sample sizes for ML classification
[107–110]. In general, the use of smaller sample sizes may decrease the
accuracy and generalizability of ML algorithms. In addition, the smaller
sample size and use of only one resting-state scan could limit the reli
ability and reproducibility of our findings [111,112]. However, previous
studies examining different resting-state and task-based fMRI metrics
have reported moderate to high test-retest reliability for BOLD signal
variability/ALFF [36,113,114]. Nevertheless, subsequent research using
larger sample sizes and assessing test-retest reliability will be necessary
to replicate these results. Second, the sample sizes for the depression
history groups were unequal and the assumption of homogeneity of
variance was not met for BOLD signal variability in the cerebellum and
IPL clusters. Although these findings remained significant after cor
recting for unequal variances between groups, additional research with

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, the current study demonstrates that differences in
BOLD signal variability exist between individuals with a history of
depression and individuals with no history of depression. The lower
resting-state BOLD signal variability found in the cerebellum and right
lateral parietal cortex for those with depression highlights a potential
indicator of decreased resting-state network integration and neural
dysfunction in depressive disorders. More broadly, these findings pro
vide support for this novel approach to investigating aberrant neural
activity in depression and provide a better understanding of the restingstate neural correlates of depression.
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